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Abstract 

Tethered aerostats oparating under wide 
range of altitudes and atmospheric pressure condi- 
tions employ ballonets within the hull filled with 
air. These ballonets exhaust the air into the 
atmolphere whenavar necessary to maintain the 
differsnce between the atmospheric pressure and 
the internal pressure within a desired range. 
Assuming that the air exhaust is made periodic, 
studies are made on the effect of the periodic 
jet force and the resulting pitching moment on 
the rssponaa of the aerostat system. In the first 
phese, the stability of the system is studied by 
analysing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The 
result shows that the aerostat system is unstable 
in the windspeed range of 0-15 fps and stable 
in the windepesd range of 15-100 fp& When 
the system is subbcted to  a suitable periodic 
forcing from the exhaust jet, it is observed that 
It is not only possible to extend the stability 
boundary of 15 fps down to typically 5 fps, but 
much more interestingly, there exist forcing periods 
of the extraust jet which render the system comp- 
letely stationary. 
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Nomenclature 

matrix of coefficients of the system 
dynamical eqs. (12) 

total buoyant force of the aerwat  
damping coefficient defined in eq. 
11 

axial ballonet constraint term used 
in  eq. i a  
matrix of coefficients of the system 
dynamical eqa (12) 

forcing function vector 
gravitational acceleration 
moments of inertia about the y and 
t axes, respectively 
wing COlwtMt defined by eq. 10 
mass of the amxtat excluding the 
hull's Internal air and gas. 
equivalent mam term defined by 
W - 9  
massus of the hull's Internal air 
.nd ga8, respectively. 
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number of cycles for unforced balloner 
slosh to damp to half amplitude 
angular velocity about the y-axis 
Complex eigenvector term for q 
from eq. 13 

time 
tether cable tersion 
complex eigenvrjctor term for &T from 
eq. 13 
complex eigenvector term for u from 
eq. 13 
velocity of the mass centre of m 
in the x-direction 
mean wind speed 
masscentre velocities of ma and 
m respectively 
Volume 
Complex eigenvector term for va 
from eq. 13 

weight of the aerostat system 
velocity of the mass centre of m 
in the z-direction 
complex eigenvector term for w from 
eq. 13 
body-fixed wind axes originating at 
the mass centre of m 
body-fixed co-ordinate normal to x 
and z axes 
forces on m in the x,y,z directions, 
respectively 
complex eigenvector term for 6xa 
from eq. 13 
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Greek symbols 

a .  aerodynamic angle of attack 
Y perturbed cable angle 

r cable angle defined in Fig. 1 
complex eigenvector term for y 
from eq. 13 

Quantity perturbed from equilibrium 

aerostat pitch angle defined in Fig. 1 
complex eigenvector term for I3 from 
eq. 13 
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P density of the air at the aerostat 

aitituda 

0 stability root defined by eq. 13 

w imaginary part of 0 

SutmCriDts 

w.r.t. the tethercable confluence 
point 
w.r.t the internal air of the hull 

( b  
( )a 

w.r.t. the volume-tric centre of the 
m08tat's total displaced volume 
tether caMe term 
wsR. the lifting gas in the hull 
referenos equilibrium 
derivative of XZ,M w.r.t. q 
derivative of X.2.M w.r.t. d 
derivative of X.2.M w.r.t. u 
derivative of XJ,M wr.t ?I 
derivative of XJ,M w.r.t. w 
derivative of X,Z,W w.r.t. 6 
derivative w.r.t. a' 

0 derivative w.r.t. t 

A tethered mostat  (Fig.1) designed to  operate 
over a wide range of altitudes and varying atmos- 
pheric pressure is usually pFovided with what is 
called a 'ballonet' (Fig.2). The ballonst is  simpfy 
another flexible bag inside the hull, which is conti- 
nuously filled with the atmospheric air by means 
of a blower. This flexible bag communicates pres- 
sure to the gas in the hull. The internal preswrre 
is typically kept in the range of 5-20 cm of water 
column abwe the atmospheric pressure, In or& 
to maintain the rigidity of the hull, without exceed- 
ing the atlowable loadings on the hull structure. 
when the pressure exceeds the set hi- limit, 
a presswe valve in the ball& opens and diacher- 
ges the excess air into the atmosphere. Since 
the blower is kept running all the time, the dis- 
char* valve operates intermittently 90 as to main- 
tain the internal pressure qithin the higher limit. 
A thsoretical inwstigation was undertaken to 
study the effect of the impulsive periodic action 
of the exahust jet on the system reapome, togf#ther 
with the do8hlng motions of the j i r  
ballonst described by DeLawiq. 
of variation of the cable tension al 
is not included in the present. analma 

Formulation of the Elpemrelue Problem 

In the first phase of the study, the natural 
c 

stability of the aeratat system is studied, without 
fhe equation of 

motion of the system are given by the following 
eioht simultaneous first order linear differential 
eqwrtiorrr: 

XUu + X,W + Xqq + (B - Wo - To SinG ) e  + 

the ectkm of the e p w t  jst. 

6T COB& - ToSh'tri . y - (-Xu + Wo/& - (-X,W) 

mg V / V  a P a  + m z - (maZ#, 

= o  (1 1 
(Force equilibrium equation in the x direction) 

- Xqb - (ma - 
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(Force eQuillbrium equation 9 0 0  in the z-direction) 
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(pitching moment equilibrium equation) . 
(4) v - 6Xa = o  

9 - 8  3 0  (5) 

u + z 6 - (L Sinro) . y)= o 

a 

(6) tP 
W - u r  d - x , , B + L c O s ~ . G = O  (7) 

- m v /V b e  +C(axa + (ma - mgva/Vgfi + 
(ma g a  9 - m z (8) lmafao g go a g 
(dynamic equation of the air and gas relative to 
the hull) 

where, 

(equations (4) to (7) are kinematic relations). 

V /V )4 + fi fa + 6{xa = 0 

A 

M = ma + mg (v,/v,)~ 
i; = (mgva/Va - ma) g 1 (da/de 

(9) 

(10) 

6 = 0.2208 (K G)' / [(NQ2 - 0.01217]* (11) 

The unknown quantiti T~ and ro are 

determined from the I I vertich and 
pitching moment equilibriu atiolx The above 
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aet of 8 simultanea*l eqwtionq may be rsprsrsnt- 
ed in the following matrix notatim: 

U 
I 

9 

v, 
0 

ST 
v 

- I E I  .............. . O  (12) 

where [A) and [El 
elements are the caeffic 
With the assumption of a harmonic solution, 

ue 8x8 matrices whose 
tnts of the 8 earatiorrs. 

........ p (13) 

equation (12) leads to an eigenvalue problem. 

From equations (12) and (131, we obtain 

I IAI - u [a [Yl = 101 

Pre-multiplying by A-'. we get 

[ I - 0 A-lE] = [Ol 

Dividing throught by the scalar CJ , we get 

[R-lE - I/0 1 = 101 

or, [A] - 0 [El = 0 

u Isl are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues 
of A E. The values thus obtained are plotted 
In Fig. 3. It is observed that the system is un- 
stabk-below a windspeed of about 15 f p  and 
stable in the speed range 15-100 fP8. 

System Reexme to Dynamlcal Imts 

The ballonst air exhaust jet Is awwmed 
to  operate petriodically in a square wave pattsm. 

&stance of 11 ft. from the C.G. of . The jet reaction force and the result- 

ing pitching moment are obtained from the rela- 
tions: 

FF(2) = - P AV.2 = - 9 Ib. 
I 

FF(3) = - 9 x 11 ft.lb. = - 100 ft. Ib. 

The forcing function vector thus becomes 

f F  = 

0 
-9 

-100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

............... (17) 

The equations of motion (12) with the forcing 
inputs therefore take the final form: 

[A] [YI - [El [YI  + [FFI = [OI (18) 

From .these equations, the derivatives of 

. 
the state variables a e obtained as follows: . . 
Y1 [ CAIi Yi - E13 Y3 - E,5 Y5 ] I Ell 

Y2 0 [ C A 2J Y. I - EZ3 Y3 + FF(2) ] I E22 

Y3 = [ C Agi Yi - Egl Y, - E32 Y2 

. . .  

. . . 

. . 
'1 - E83 '3 

where ,y stands for summation over j = 1, 
3 

These are a system of 8 first order linear 
differential equations, which are solved using 
Runge-Kutta-Gi I i's numerical integration method. 

Calculations of the response were made 
as follows: The initial perturbations were taken 
to be zero and the periodic operation of the 
jet exhaust assumed. Calculations were performed 
for one small value of the forcing amplitude 
and another at 10 times this value to see the 
effect of the amplitude of the forcing function. 
It was noticed that the amplitude of the various 
state variables started increasing in most cases, 
although the rate of increase depended on the 
forcing period. it was observed that corresponding 
to the large forcing amplitude, there were two 
forcing periods at all wind speeds at which, there 
was practically no build-up of the state variables 
with time. The results thus obtained are shown 
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in Figr 4, 5 and 6. Them calculationr w e  
msde for two values of the amplltuds of MS 
forcing function. 

Dkarrlorr of the Rewlts 

The maat interesting obommtion from the 
above rerults is that there appears to be a amcifk 
period of the forcing function and its amplltude 
at all wl- at which the rqnnue parameters 
like pertmtlan v e k i t h ,  pitch angle, pitch 
rate etc. remain pr.ctkally zero. I f  the forcing 
amplitude is sufficiently large at a @ven wind- 
aped, it appears to be pomible to drive the -em 
parameters to nearly zero mag\ituda at small 
values of the forcing period, in crddition to that 
at large forcing period. l-bwevw, it seems relati- 
vely easy to drive the system amplitudes to nearly 
zero values at the sucond forcing period, which 
is larger than the fira one. At the lowat wind- 
speed of 10 fpe, it I8 obso4wd that the rmponm 
amplitudes reach a minimum value at a forcing 

clarre to the naturat rhort period mode of the 
aerostat (Fig. 4). As the wind aped is Incrcmsed, 
two distinct forcing periods are obasrvsd (Fig6. 
5 and 6) at the higher amplltuder of the forclng 
function and the -ration betwoen theme two 
periods incrsrrrsr with inCma84ng wlndrpeed 
In fact, one could say that the two critical forcing 
periods nearly coincide at low win&peed8 around 
10 fgs. However, if the amplitude of the forcing 
functhm is small, only one forcing period at which 
near-zero response amplitude is otmwed. The 
larger forcing period at which the system responm 
is cloar to zero is a weak function of the ampll- 
tude of the forcing function. In Fig. 7, the forcing 
period for zero responas has been plotted against 
wind speed for two amplitudes of the forcing 
function. 

period of spproximatsly 12 SOC. mis  period is 

Also shown in Fig. 7 are the first and the 
third m& of oscillation of the system which 
correspond approximately with the inverted pendu- 
lum and the short period modes. Ons observes 
that while the Inverted pendulum mode may have 
a bearing on the reqxnr#t amplitude of the system 
at lompsede, the critical forcing period for either 
suppressing or minimising the amplitude response 
lies somewhere in between the two natural periods. 

The badc system is unstable in the wind 
speed range of 0-15 fps and stable in the wind 
speed range of 15-100 fpn When the system 
is subjected to a sultable perlodk forcing from 
the exhaust ]st, it is not only possible to extend 
the acaillty boundary of 15 fpe down to 5 fps, 
but much more intefestingly, there exist fofcing 
periods of the exah& jet at which the system 
exhibits zero rerpons. mi8 indicates that a 
suitably tuned periodic jet exhaust CM be employed 
as a dynamk vibration abmrber and stabilise 
the system agalwt all perturtmtion motions .nd 
render the tethered aermt ryctsm pr.ctically 
statlonary in the longitudinal mode. The limited 
studies reported In thls p8per consider only the 
symmetric motion of the aerortat. It is well 
known that the later 
particularly of the 
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pbmrp of greater importuw# Any extmaon 
of the pr- appmach for stal ir ing the aeratat 
in Its lateral mode should assume that the diacherge 
of the belkmet air shouM aim be made in the 
lateral direction. 
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